Gateway Courses | Major Grade Required | Program Accepts ‘Pass’?
--- | --- | ---
No gateway | All courses must be completed with a grade of C or better. | See below for policy

Other concerns:

**Will the program waive a Spring 2020 class as an attempt?** Yes

**Will the department accept a P in a prereq for a course?** No, except as noted below.

**This is our policy:** For Spring 2020, while a grade of ‘P’ will be counted toward degree requirements for the IS major/BTA major/IS minor/certificates, a grade of ’P’ cannot be used to satisfy a prerequisite for another course.

To satisfy a prerequisite, a grade of ‘C or above’ will be expected. For a course that is offered by another department and is required for the IS/BTA major/certificates, we will accept a ‘Pass’ grade in the course as meeting major/certificate requirements and as satisfying prerequisites. We will apply the same rule for an equivalent transferred course.